Private tour
ALL ITALY
8 Days/ 7 Nights
ITINERARY
1 DAY ROME - ARRIVAL
Collective Transfer (SIC) From Airport to the hotel

Free Time at Liesure

OVERNIGHT at the HOTEL.
2 DAY ROME
Morning:

Breakfast at the hotel.

Hop on hop off Panoramic Tour - I love rome bus
The easy way to discover Rome! on board of an double-decker buses you'll create yur tailor made tour to visit the most important place of the Eternal City. The
buses drive continuously by the city’s most important monuments. You’ll find them punctually at all 10 stops of the bus route from 9.00 Am to 8.00 Pm, seven
days a week. Get on and off when and wherever you like. On board a very informative audioguide will help you to understand the incredible history and the
splendour of art that make Rome a unique city. The ticket is valid for one day. It is important to stay at the bus stop few minutes before the bus arrival.

Afternoon:

Free time at leisure

OVERNIGHT at the HOTEL.
3 DAY ROME-FLORENCE
Morning:

Breakfast at the hotel.

Train ticket from Rome to Florence 2° class
Afternoon:
PISA Half day excursion
How could we forget to visit PISA? We start our excursion with a walk along side the Medieval walls up to the old entrance gate: Porta Santa Maria. From here
an extraordinary view will take your breath away! You will be in front of a unique panorama: Piazza dei Miracoli with its marble architecture and neat grass
lawns. Your guide will accompany you on your visit to the precious interiors of the Cathedral, an unchallenged masterpiece
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you can admire the Baptistery, the Monumental Graveyard and, finally, the world famous LEANING TOWER. Come back to Florence.

OVERNIGHT at the HOTEL.
4 DAY FLORENCE - VENICE
Morning:

Breakfast at the hotel.

Train ticket from Florence - Venice 2° class
Afternoon:
GONDOLA RIDE
With this excursion you can see Venice from a different perspective, and take part of its magical atmosphere. Gondolas accompanied with local musicians float
along the fascinating Gran Canal…the glittering images of the sumptuoses palaces in the water will remain forever in your memories. Duration: 35 minutes

OVERNIGHT at the HOTEL.

5 DAY VENICE
Morning:

Breakfast at the hotel.

EXCURSION TO MURANO - BURANO - TORCELLO
After sailing past the island of San Giorgio Maggiore, the Public Gardens, the tip of Sant’Elena and the Lido famous beach resort, the boat arrives at Murano,
known throughout the world for its glass manufacturing industry. Here you have 40 minutes for a visit to one of the factories, and discover the magic of glass.
The second stop will be at the pictoresque island of Burano, famous not only for its lace, but also for the fishermen’s houses painted in bright colours. The stop
will last about 30 minutes. After a short sail, you’ll reach Torcello, the earliest centre of civilization in the lagoon. Only the cathedral with its magnificent
mosaics and the church of Santa Fosca remains as testimony of its former glory. This stop lasts about 30 minutes. Then the boat will make its way back to St.
Mark’s Square.

Afternoon:

Free time at leisure

OVERNIGHT at the HOTEL.

6 DAY VENICE - MILAN
Morning:

Breakfast at the hotel.

Train ticket from Venice - Milan 2° class
Lunch:

Not included.

GRAN TOUR OF MILAN AFTERNOON
Panoramic city tour by bus: Via Manzoni, Piazza Cavour, Via Palestro, Corso Venezia and the medieval city wall with S. Ambrogio and S. Lorenzo churches,
Piazza Cadorna, Piazza Castello. Visit of the courtyards of the Castle. Then proceed to Santa Maria Delle Grazie to admire the Leonardo da Vinci’s “Last Supper”

OVERNIGHT at the HOTEL.
7 DAY MILAN - Optional tour
Morning:

Breakfast at the hotel.

Afternoon:

Free time at leisure

OVERNIGHT at the HOTEL.

Dinner:

Not included.

8 DAY MILAN - End of service
Morning:

Breakfast at the hotel.

Collective Transfer (SIC) from Milan Rail station to Airport Milano Malpensa
Arrivederci !!!
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